Abstract. In this paper we present a novel approach, called Concept Search, which extends syntactic search, i.e., search based on the computation of string similarity between words, with semantic search, i.e., search based on the computation of semantic relations between concepts.
Introduction
Historically, there have been two major approaches to information retrieval that we call syntactic search and semantic search. Syntactic search use words or multiword phrases as atomic elements in document and query representations. The search procedure is essentially based on the syntactic matching of document and query representations. Search engines, exploiting syntactic search, are known to suffer in general from low precision while being good at recall. Semantic search is based on fetching document and query representations through a semantic analysis of their contents using natural language processing techniques and, later, on retrieving documents by matching these semantic representations. The idea is that, differently from syntactic search, semantic search exploits the meaning of words, thus avoiding many of the well known problems of syntactic search, e.g., the problems of polysemy and synonymy. Semantics-based approaches, in general, allow to reach a higher precision but lower recall [11] .
In this paper we propose a novel approach called Concept Search (C-Search in short) which extends syntactic search with semantics. The main idea is to keep the same machinery which has made syntactic search so successful, but to modify it so that, whenever possible, syntactic search is substituted by semantic search, thus improving the system performance. This is why we say that CSearch is semantics enabled syntactic search. Semantics can be enabled along different dimensions, on different levels, and to different extents forming a space of approaches lying between purely syntactic search and fully semantic search. We call this space the semantic continuum. In principle, C-Search can be tuned to work at any point in the semantic continuum taking advantage of semantics when and where possible. As a special case, when no semantic information is available, C-Search reduces to syntactic search, i.e., results produced by C-Search and syntactic search are the same.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first discuss information retrieval (IR) in general, and then focus on syntactic search. In this section, we provide a general model of IR which will be latter extended to semantic search. In Section 3, we introduce and describe the semantic continuum. In Section 4, we describe how C-Search is positioned within the semantic continuum. In Section 5, we show how C-Search can be efficiently implemented using inverted index technology. Section 6 presents experimental results. In Section 7, we discuss the state-of-the-art in semantic search and compare our approach with other related approaches. Section 8 concludes the paper.
Syntactic Search
The goal of an IR system is to map a natural language query q (in a query set Q), which specifies a certain user information needs, to a set of documents d in the document collection D which meet these needs, and to order these documents according to their relevance. IR can therefore be represented as a mapping function:
In order to implement an IR System we need to decide (i) which models (Model ) are used for document and query representation, for computing query answers and relevance ranking, (ii) which data structures (Data Structure) are used for indexing document representations in a way to allow for an efficient retrieval, (iii) what is an atomic element (Term) in document and query representations, and (iv) which matching techniques (Match) are used for matching document and query terms. Thus, an IR System can be abstractly modelled as the following 4-tuple:
The bag of words model, i.e., the model in which the ordering of words in a document is not considered, is the most widely used model for document representation. The boolean model, the vector space model, and the probabilistic model are the classical examples of models used for computing query answers and relevance ranking [13] . Conventional search engines rank query results using the cosine similarity from the vector space model with terms weighted by different variations of the tf-idf weight measure. Various index structures, such as the signature file and the inverted index, are used as data structures for efficient retrieval. Inverted index, which stores mappings from terms to their locations in documents, is the most popular solution [13] . Finally, in syntactic search, Term and Match are instantiated as follows:
-Term -a word or a multi-word phrase; -Match -a syntactic matching of words or phrases.
In the simplest case, syntactic matching is implemented as search for equivalent words. These words are often stemmed. Furthermore, some systems perform approximate matching by searching for words with common prefixes or words within a certain edit distance with a given word.
There are several problems which may negatively affect the performance of syntactic search, as discussed below. Polysemy. The same word may have multiple meanings and, therefore, query results, computed by a syntactic search engine, may contain documents where the query word is used in a meaning which is different from what the user had in mind. For instance, a document D1 (in Figure 1 ) which talks about baby in the sense of a very young mammal is irrelevant if the user looks for documents about baby in the sense of a human child (see query Q1 in Figure 1 ). An answer for query Q1, computed by a syntactic search engine, includes document D1, while the correct answer is the empty set.
A small baby dog runs after a huge white cat.
D1:
A laptop computer is on a coffee table.
D2:
A little dog or a huge cat left a paw mark on a Synonymy. Two different words can express the same meaning in a given context, i.e., they can be synonyms. For instance, words mark and print are synonymous when used in the sense of a visible indication made on a surface, however, only documents using word print will be returned if the user query was exactly this word. An answer for query Q2 (in Figure 1 ), computed by a syntactic search engine, is the empty set, while the correct answer includes the document D3. Complex concepts. Syntactic search engines fall short in taking into account complex concepts formed by natural language phrases and in discriminating among them. Consider, for instance, document D2 (in Figure 1 ). This document describes two concepts: a laptop computer and a coffee table. Query Q3 (in Figure 1 ) denotes concept computer table which is quite different from both concepts described in D2, whereas a syntactic search engine is likely to return D2 in response to Q3, because both words computer and table occur in this document. The correct answer is the empty set. Related concepts. Syntactic search does not take into account concepts which are semantically related to the query concepts. For instance, a user looking for carnivores might not only be interested in documents which talk about carnivores but also in those which talk about the various kinds of carnivores such as dogs and cats. An answer for query Q4 (in Figure 1) , computed by a syntactic search, is the empty set, while the correct answer might include documents D1 and D3, depending on user information needs and available semantic information.
In order to address the problems of syntactic search described in Section 2, we extend syntactic search with semantics. In the following, we identify three dimensions where semantics can improve syntactic search and represent these dimensions in the cartesian space shown in Figure 2 . From natural language to formal language (NL2FL-axis in Figure 2 ). To solve the problems related to the ambiguity of natural language, namely, the problems of polysemy and synonymy, we need to move from words, expressed in a natural language, to concepts (word senses), expressed in an unambiguous formal language. An overview of existing approaches to sense based IR is presented in [17] . In the NL2FL-axis, 0 represents the situation where only words are used, while 1 represents the situation where only concepts are used. When we move from words to concepts, it is not always possible to find a concept which corresponds to a given word. The main reason for this problem is the lack of background knowledge [8] , i.e., a concept corresponding to a given word may not exist in the lexical database. To address this problem, indexing and retrieval in the continuum are performed by using both syntactic and semantic information, i.e., a word itself is used as a concept, when its denoted concept is not known. From words to phrases (W2P-axis in Figure 2 ). To solve the problem related to complex concepts, we need to analyze natural language phrases, which denote these concepts. It is well known that in natural language concepts are expressed mostly as noun phrases [19] . An example of a noun phrase parsing algorithm and its application to document indexing and retrieval is described in [23] . There are approaches in which the conceptual content of noun phrases is also analyzed (see e.g. [1] ). In general, concepts can be expressed as more complex phrases (e.g., verb phrases) and possibly as a free text. In the W2P-axis, 0 represents the situation where only single words are used, while 1 represents the situation where complex concepts, extracted from a free text, are used.
From string similarity to semantic similarity (KNOW-axis in Figure 2 ). The problem with related concepts can be solved by incorporating knowledge about term relatedness. For instance, it can be statistical knowledge about word co-occurrence (see e.g. [6] ), lexical knowledge about synonyms and related words (see e.g. [14] ), or ontological knowledge about classes, individuals, and their relationships (see e.g. [15] ). In the KNOW-axis, 0 represents the situation where only string similarity is used during the term matching process, while 1 represents the situation where complete ontological knowledge is used during term matching.
The three-dimensional space contained in the cube (see Figure 2 ) represents the semantic continuum where the origin (0,0,0) is a purely syntactic search, the point with coordinates (1,1,1) is a fully semantic search, and all points in between represent search approaches in which semantics is enabled to different extents. C-Search can be positioned anywhere in the semantic continuum with syntactic search being its base case, and semantic search being the optimal solution, at the moment beyond the available technology.
Concept Search
C-Search is implemented according to the model of Equations 1 and 2 from Section 2. In our proposed solution, C-Search reuses retrieval models (Model ) and data structures (Data Structure) of syntactic search with the only difference in that now words (W ) are substituted with concepts (C) and syntactic matching of words (W M atch) is extended to semantic matching of concepts (SM atch). This idea is schematically represented in the equation below:
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ C-Search
Let us consider in details how the words in W are converted into the complex concepts in C and also how the semantic matching SM atch is implemented.
From Words To Complex Concepts (W → C)
Searching documents, in C-Search, is implemented using complex concepts expressed in a propositional Description Logic (DL) language (i.e., a DL language without roles). Complex concepts are computed by analyzing meaning of the words and phrases.
Single words are converted into atomic concepts uniquely identified as lemmasn, where lemma is the lemma of the word, and sn is the sense number in WordNet. For instance, the word dog used in the sense of a domestic dog, which is the first sense in WordNet, is converted into the atomic concept dog-1. The conversion of words into concepts is performed as follows. First, we look up and enumerate all meanings of the word in WordNet. Next, we perform word sense filtering, i.e., we discard word senses which are not relevant in the given context. In order to do this, we follow the approach presented in [22] , which exploits POS tagging information and WordNet lexical database for disambiguation of words in short noun phrases. Differently from [22] we do not use the disambiguation technique which leaves only the most probable sense of the word, because of its low accuracy. If more than one sense is left after the word sense filtering step then we keep all these senses. If no senses from WordNet are found then lemma is used as the identifier for the atomic concept. In this case, C-Search is reduced to syntactic search.
Complex concepts are computed by extracting phrases and by analyzing their meaning. Noun phrases are translated into the logical conjunction of atomic concepts corresponding to the words. For instance, the noun phrase A little dog represents a concept, whose extension is the set of all dogs of a small size. It is translated into the concept little-4 dog-1.
Concepts in natural language can be described ambiguously. For instance, the phrase A little dog or a huge cat represents a concept which encodes the fact that it is unknown whether the only animal described in the document is a little dog or a huge cat. In order to support complex concepts which encode uncertainty (partial information) coming from the coordination conjunction OR in natural language, we introduce the notion of descriptive phrase. We define descriptive phrase as a set of noun phrases, representing alternative concepts, connected by OR:
Descriptive phrases are translated into logical disjunction of formulas corresponding to the noun phrases. For instance, phrase A little dog or a huge cat is translated into concept (little-4 dog-1) (huge-1 cat-1). To locate descriptive phrases we, first, follow a standard NLP pipeline to locate noun phrases, i.e., we perform sentence detection, tokenization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, and noun phrase chunking. The first step allows as to locate noun phrases. As a second step, that we call descriptive phrase chunking, we locate descriptive phrases satisfying Formula 3. Our implementation is based on GATE [4] .
Queries usually are short phrases (i.e., 1-3 words) and, as shown in [22] , standard NLP technology, primarily designed to be applied on full-fledged sentences, is not effective enough in this application scenario. An atomic concept, in a query, can be computed incorrectly, because of the selection of a wrong part-of-speech tag. In order to address this problem, for short queries, we use a POS-tagger which is specifically trained on short phrases [22] . On the other hand, for long queries (i.e., 4 words or more), we use the standard NLP technology.
Even if atomic concepts are computed correctly, complex concepts can be erroneously computed. One of the reasons is that a complex concept can be represented as a sequence of words without following the grammar for noun phrases. For instance, the query cat huge is converted into two atomic concepts cat-1 and huge-1, while the correct concept might be cat-1 huge-1. Another reason is that a query describing more than one concept, without properly separating them, can be recognized as a single complex concept. For instance, the query dog cat is converted into the concept dog-1 cat-1, while the user might be actually looking for a document describing both animals, i.e., dog-1 and cat-1. The examples described above show that, in general, it is unknown how atomic concepts A 
From Word to Concept Matching (W M atch → SM atch)
In C-Search, we allow the search of documents describing concepts which are semantically related to query concepts. We assume that, when a user is searching for a concept, she is also interested in more specific concepts.
1 For example, the extension of concept (little-4 dog-1) (huge-1 cat-1) is a subset of the extension of concept carnivore-1. Therefore, documents describing the former concept should be returned as answers to the query describing the latter concept. Formally a query answer A(C q , T ) is defined as follows:
where C q is a complex query concept extracted from the query q, C d is a complex document concept extracted from the document d, and T is a terminological knowledge base (the background knowledge) which is used in order to check if C d is more specific then C q . Equation 5 states that the answer to a query concept C q is the set of all documents d, such that, there exists concepts C d in d which is more specific than the query concept C q . During query processing we need to compute A(C q , T ) for every query concept C q in the query. One approach is to sequentially iterate through each concept C d , compare it to the query concept C q using semantic matching [9] , and collect those concepts for which semantic matching returns more specific ( ). However, this approach may become prohibitory expensive as there may be thousands and millions of concepts described in documents. In order to allow for the efficient computation of A(C q , T ), we propose a new approach described below. Let us assume, as it is the case in the current implementation, that T consists of the terminological knowledge base T W N generated from WordNet and extended by words (represented as concepts) for which no senses in WordNet are found. One small fragment of T W N is represented in Figure 3 
and T with T W N in Equation 5
, we obtain:
Let by C A q denote the set of all complex document concepts A d (in all documents d), which are equivalent to or more specific than A q , in formulas
Then Equation 6 can be rewritten as follows:
In order to compute set C A q , as defined in Equation 7 , we need to solve the following subsumption problem
Given that T W N consists only of subsumption axioms between atomic concepts, and that concepts A d and A q do not contain negations, the problem in Equation 9 can be reduced to the set of subsumption problems
This problem reduction is obtained by sequentially applying the following three equations:
Notice that the second part of each equation is the same as the first part of the following equation, and that the first part of Equation 11 and the last part of Equation 13 are exactly Equations 9 and 10. This proves that the above problem reduction is correct.
If by C C we denote a set of all conjunctive components A d , which are equivalent to or more specific than concept C, i.e.,
Given Equations 11, 12, and 13, the query answer A(C q , T W N ), as defined in 8, can be computed by using the algorithm in the figure below. The five phases
if i = 0 then 8:
else 10:
end if 12:
i ← i + 1 13: end for 14: In C-Search, every document is represented as an enumerated sequence of conjunctive components A d possibly connected by symbol " ". For example, in Figure 4 we show the sequences of A d extracted from documents in Figure 1 . Rectangles in Figure 4 represent 
For example, the first three positions in the sequence for document D3 in Figure 4 represent the concept (little-4 dog-1) (huge-1 cat-1).
The resulting document representations (see Figure 4 ) are indexed using a positional inverted index. In a positional inverted index, as used in syntactic search, there are two parts: the dictionary, i.e., a set of terms (t) used for indexing; and a set of posting lists P(t). A posting list P(t) is a list of all postings for term t: In C-Search, we adopt a positional inverted index to index conjunctive components A d by all more general or equivalent atomic concepts from T W N 3 . For example, in Figure 5 we show a fragment of the positional inverted inverted index created by using the document representations in Figure 4 . The inverted index dictionary, in C-Search, consists of atomic concepts from T W N (e.g., concepts baby-3 and canine-2 in Figure 5 ), and symbol " " (e.g., the first term in Figure 5 ). The posting list P (A) for an atomic concept A stores the positions of conjunctive components
, which means that at first position in documents D1 . For instance, for complex query concept canine-2 f eline-1, we will find the following complex document concepts:
Phase 5 The query answer (line 17 in Algorithm 1) is computed by collecting the documents from all the postings. For instance,
If n is a number of atomic concepts A q in the query concept A q , then to compute A(C q , T W N ) it takes n posting list merges (i.e., intersections and unions). Note that, in a positional inverted index, the same number of posting list merges is required to process a phrase query consisting of n + 1 words [13] .
In C-Search, query concepts C q can be combined into more complex queries q by using the boolean operators AND and NOT. Query answer A(q, T W N ) in this case is computed by recursively applying the following rules:
For instance, the query answer for query baby-1 AND dog-1 (in Figure 4) is computed as follows:
Relevance of documents, in C-Search, is computed by adopting the cosine similarity from the vector space model. Concepts are weighted by tf-idf weight measure modified to take into account the semantic relatedness of concepts.
Evaluation
In order to evaluate our approach, we built two IR systems. The first system is an instantiation of syntactic search and is build on top of Lucene 4 , an open source IR toolkit used in many search applications 5 . Standard tokenization and English Snowball stemmer were used for document and query preprocessing. The AND operator was used as a default boolean operator in a query. The second system is a semantics enabled version of Lucene, implemented following the methodology described in Sections 4 and 5.
As a data-set for our experiments, we used the TREC ad-hoc document collection 6 (disks 4 and 5 minus the Congressional Record documents) and three query sets: TREC6 (topics 301-350), TREC7 (topics 351-400) and TREC8 (topics 401-450). Only the title for each topic was used as a query. The whole data-set consists of 523,822 documents and 150 queries. In the evaluation we used the standard IR measures and in particular the mean average precision (MAP) and precision at K (P@K), where K was set to 5, 10, and 15. The average precision for a query is the mean of the precision obtained after each relevant document is retrieved (using 0 as the precision for not retrieved documents which are relevant). MAP is the mean of the average precisions for all the queries in the test collection. P@K is the percentage of relevant documents among the top K ranked documents. MAP is used to evaluate the overall accuracy of IR system, while P@K is used to evaluate the utility of IR system for users who only see the top K results.
First, in Table 1 , we report the evaluation results for the two systems and further, in figure 6 , we provide recall-precision graphs, i.e., we plot precision as a function of recall, for these systems. The experiments show that, on TREC ad-hoc data sets, C-Search performs better than purely syntactic search, which supports the underlying assumption of our approach. In particular, from Table 1 we observe that C-Search improves precision P@K for all K in all three TREC data sets. This is coherent with the intuition that semantics improve on precision. Notice that it means that we are able to show users more relevant documents at the top of the list. From Figure 6 we observe that the recall-precision graphs for C-Search are above those for Lucene, which means that the improvement in precision achieved by C-Search does not decrease recall.
Related work
The fact that the syntactic nature of classical IR leads to problems with precision was recognized in the IR community long ago (e.g., see [20] ). There were two major approaches to addressing this problem. The first is based on natural language processing and machine learning techniques in which (noun) phrases in a document corpus are identified and organized in a subsumption hierarchy which is then used to improve the precision of retrieval (e.g., see [21] ). The second is based on using a linguistic database which is used to associate words in a document corpus with atomic lexical concepts in this database and then to index these documents with the associated concepts (e.g., see [18] ). Our approach is different from both these approaches. In fact, the former approach is still essentially syntactic (and semantics is only implicitly derived with no guarantee of correctness), while in the latter approach only atomic concepts are indexed, whereas C-Search allows for indexing of complex concepts and explicitly takes into account possible relations between them. More importantly, our approach extends syntactic search and does not replace it as in the latter approach and, therefore, supports the continuum from purely syntactic to fully semantic search.
In the Semantic Web community, semantic search is primarily seen as the task of querying an RDF graph based on the mapping of terms appearing in the input natural language query to the elements of the graph. An analysis of existing semantic search systems is provided in [10] . Our approach is fundamentally different because, similarly to classical IR, the input query is mapped to document contents and not to elements of a knowledge representation structure. Document retrieval approaches developed in the context of the Semantic Web are surveyed in [12] . The matching of document and query representations, in these approaches, is based on query expansion (e.g., see [3] ), graph traversal (e.g., see [16] ), and RDF reasoning (e.g., see [5] ). Differently from these approaches, C-Search is based on the semantic matching of complex concepts, where semantic matching is implemented by using positional inverted index. Hybrid Search [2] is similar to our approach in that it integrates syntactic search with semantic search. Differently from us, in [2] , semantic search is implemented on metadata and is totally separated from syntactic search, implemented on keywords. Instead, in our approach semantic search is seamlessly integrated into syntactic search by substitution words with concepts and at the same time keeping the underlying machinery of syntactic search.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an approach where syntactic search is extended with a semantic layer. The proposed approach performs as good as syntactic search while allowing for an improvement whenever semantics are available and can be exploited. The reported experimental results provide a proof of concept of the quality of proposed solution.
We are still at the beginning and a lot of work still needs to be done. Future work includes:
-the development of more accurate document relevance metrics based on both syntactic and semantic similarity of query and document descriptions; -the integration of more accurate algorithms for concept identification; -providing support for queries in which concepts can be associated with a semantic scope such as equivalence, more/less general, disjoint; -improving the performance of the system. Even if the system is reasonably fast in the sense that it provides answers in much less than a second, namely in a time which is reasonable for the user to wait, it is slower than Lucene and we believe that there is a lot of scope for improving its efficiency.
